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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Ron Haron/ARRB Date Created: 12/03/97 The Players Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Ron HaronDepartment of the Navy's representative in the call: 

Christopher L. TynesDescription of the Call Date: 12/03/97Subject: Navy Compliance StatementSummary of 

the Call:Lt. Tynes called this morning regarding the submission of Navy's Final Statement of Compliance. In 

short, Lt. Tynes informed me that the proposed Statement of Compliance does not include a final report with 

respect to the work of the Office of Naval Intelligence ("ONI") under the JFK Act. This is because Lt. Tynes, who 

works for the Navy's compliance official, believed that we were separately working with ONI. While we were, 

we fully expected that the Navy's Compliance Statement would be comprehensive as to all components of 

Navy, including ONI, and we never communicated otherwise. Accordingly, I recommended to Lt. Tynes that 

the Navy proceed as follows: 1. The Navy would submit to us its Final Compliance Statement with a statement 

that it does not include ONI and that a separate Compliance Statement would be filed on behalf of ONI. (I 

proposed this because I did not want to hold up submission of the Navy's Statement, which is ready and which 

will cover other major components of the Navy such as the Marines, the Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval 

Operations,etc.). 2. Lt. Tynes will thereafter file a separate Final Compliance Statement for ONI.3. Lt. Tynes 

said that he would fax to me his notes/materials regarding responses he recieved from ONI regarding specific 

issuse we have raised, including identification of files for the ONI Director (Rufus Taylor) and for naval 

attaches. Therefore, we will receive these before submission of the ONI Compliance Statement (We should get 

them today) so that we have a preview of what ONI has done in response to our specific requests for ONI 

records.4. Lt. Tynes will forward the assassination records located to date to Steve Tilley for inclusion in the 

JFK Collection.5. Lt. Tynes will locate the ONI defector files that had been reviewed and requested by Doug 

Horne.Lt. Tynes was agreeable to proceeding in this fashion and I will prepare a letter (for review by Jeremy 

and Doug) to memorialize this. Don't forget to compose individual Action Item documents for any action items 

that resulted from the call!
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